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What I will cover
• A little bit about Kingston and me
• How we run the survey every year
• Key characteristics of our Scientists and Engineers
• Differences across sites
• How we are using this information
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Satisfaction
Comments
Books, Journals and Resources 17%
Computers and IT 33%
Opening Hours 8%
Space 32%
Staff 2%
Other 8%
What is the best thing about your LRC?
If there was ONE thing that we could do to improve 
the service for you, what would it be?
Books, Journals and Resources 22%
Computers and IT 12%
Opening Hours 9%
Space 37%
Staff 19%
Other 1%
VISITS
Visit daily
Computer Science & 
Mathematics 
39%
Life Sciences, Pharmacy and 
Chemistry
54%
Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering
65%
Natural and Built 
Environments
26%
Survey average 42%
zones

1. Drawing Boards
2. SolidWorks CD
3. Laptops
4. Table tennis bat and ball
5. Robots
6. Engineering Mechanics book
7. Computer mouse
8. Aerodynamics for Engineering students book
9. Materials Science and Engineering book
10. Engineering Mathematics through Applications book 
If both an e-book and a print book were 
available for the book you wished to read, 
which one would you choose?
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